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The world of motorsport learnt a few days ago that Brendon Hartley was fired from the Red 

Bull Junior Team. Some people believe that the New Zealander cannot hope for carrying on a 

motorsport career now that he is jobless. But before saying that, one has to look back and 

compare those who were let down by young driver programmes. 

 

With the made-in-Helmut Marko management, Red Bull is used to it. Two examples directly 

come to my mind as I am writing this. First, Albuerque, a Portuguese driver who won the FR 

Eurocup and NEC in 2006 before he realised a solid season in FR3.5 that he would end up in 

4th place. At the end of the year 2007, Red Bull decides something no one had expected by 

proposing to the Lusitanian – as well as to another driver in its intern system, Adrian Zaugg – 

to do a programme the next year in… Formula Nippon ! The two drivers refuse the offer and 

Red Bull stops dealing with them with no mercy – as if everything had been made to avoid 

the people they did not want any more. None of them completely recovered from that, the 

Portuguese turned to A1 GP – whose current fate is well-known – the South African tried to 

rebuild his reputation in GP2, where he was very often ranked as a dangerous driver for his 

behaviour. 

 

Nonetheless, the sky isn’t that grey. Let’s remember that Kubica was evicted from the Renault 

Driver Development a few years after he was selected. As he managed to rebound thanks to 

his gift and a consequent budget, the Pole would succeed in FR3.5 before performing at the 

peak of motorsport. 

 

So where to put Hartley in these scenarii? He finished 3rd of the F3UK two years ago, but he 

did not convince much in FR3.5 as well as in F3EuroSeries last year. So Red Bull gave him a 

second chance for 2010, where the Toro Rosso would have lost its nerves for less than that 

when they were used to get rid of drivers very easily. Nonetheless, he is now quite 

outperformed by Ricciardo who was F3UK champion last year. Plus, I’ve already told you he 

is the one to watch, I guess I’m not totally wrong. In the meantime, Hartley loses both a drive 

and Red Bull. Aleshin who was in a similar situation is recovering well because he is leading 

the FR3.5 championship ahead of… Ricciardo. 

 

So Hartley has not got any plan for the future when I am writing those lines, but what we 

must say is that being fired of a team driver programme at that age doesn’t imply de facto that 

he is going to end his career pathetically. Support is helping, but it’s not vital either. At least, 

it is not as necessary as a budget, something he will have to bring now. He now has to 

combine this to his skills to prove he hasn’t been overrated. 
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